HIGHLIGHTS 2021
Showcasing our most wonderful designs

MAKE IT WONDERFUL

FRANKE
We create wonderful products, you create your perfect kitchen.

Beautiful taps, outstanding sinks, innovative cooker hoods and powerful waste disposal units. These are the kind of wonderful products Franke create to help you create your perfect kitchen.

But making something wonderful takes time. And at Franke, we’ve been pushing the boundaries for over 100 years. Founded in 1911 we have constantly built upon a foundation of precision engineering, traditional craftsmanship and exceptional design.

Today, as the world’s largest manufacturer of kitchen sinks, we continue to evolve – with products that meet our customers’ needs and which reflect the market’s ever-changing tastes and trends.

From the latest colours and textures to new and innovative materials, we’re constantly developing and updating our offering; improving our range and driving change. Because change is a wonderful thing.
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Over the last couple of years, the kitchen has become one of the more colourful areas of the home. From cabinets and worktops to appliances and accessories, we’ve begun to brighten things up with brighter shades, modern metallics and mixed palettes.

Colour is a wonderful thing

Is Oyster to your taste?

With its luxurious connotations, Oyster is a colour that can add real class to your kitchen. There’s a warmth and earthiness to its tone, that ties back to nature and ensures a grounded, more relaxed ambiance.

With products like the Oyster Trendline Plus hood, Oyster Fresno and Kubus sinks and our Zelus Fawn tap all keying into this emerging trend, you can create a more co-ordinated and connected look.
Working hand in hand with colour, texture is another way to introduce warmth and interest to your space. And with our stunning Urban Fragranite sink, you can add both.

Available in a choice of 10 colours, including Sage Grey, Orion Grey or Denim Grey, the choice of high quality, highly tactile material means that the Urban Fragranite is just as beautiful to touch as it is to behold.

Modern metallics continue to prove popular, with gold making a perfect match with bold blues and greens. Choosing gold handles, hinges and taps can add warmth and sophistication, elevating the style of any kitchen. And designs like our Minerva 4-in-1 boiling water tap in Champagne Gold can help you to achieve the look easily.
HIGHLIGHT

For an uncluttered, minimal look, all accessories are neatly stored away in the second bowl.

Prices from £1,361
Think inside the box, think Box Center

The brilliant Box Center packs a lot into its space saving design. Ideal for all sizes of kitchen, it features our separate compartment bowl. Compatible with this and a number of our other sinks, this acts as neat storage for an array of accessories.

Putting knives, chopping boards, a draining rack and strainer bowl within easy reach for improved workflow, it’s your optimised food preparation station.

Whether you choose the flushmount or undermount option, the stunning stainless steel finish goes beautifully with brass pendants, and other metallic accessories. While on trend pale pastel shades work wonderfully on walls, boxing off the look beautifully.
In Mythos, we’ve made something truly wonderful

Sometimes the simplest things can be the most stunning. Take the fabulous new Mythos sink. Another minimalist masterpiece, the flushmount Mythos has a seamless 6mm rim that integrates perfectly with the work surface.

Then there’s the round flush waste cover – a key design detail which gives Mythos a smoother base and protects pots and glasses. And because it’s always good to have options, the Mythos is also available as an undermount. But whichever one you choose, it’s sure to add something wonderful to your kitchen.
HIGHLIGHT

ACCESSORISE YOUR MYTHOS WITH THE ROLLMAT, STRAINER BOWL, MOBILE DRAINER AND RECYCLABLE MYTHOS CHOPPING BOARD

PRICES FROM £324
HIGHLIGHT

TACTILE AND APPEALING, THE PRE-BRUSHED FINISH ADDS A UNIQUE DIMENSION TO MARIS’S DESIGN

PRICES FROM £195
Maris is made for a cleaner look

The confident styling and pre-brushed finish of our Maris bowl sinks can bring a strong, clean feel to your space. Available in a range of sizes, and in either inset or undermount versions, Maris matches up perfectly with the Maris Pull out Spray tap or even our Zelus tap range.

Also, try pairing your Maris with clean white worktops, cabinets and tiles, plus brushed steel switches and fittings.

Use a cool grey on your walls to complete the contemporary look. Or go for an occasional pop of colour to add a wonderful warmth.
Beautifully durable Fragranite

An ultra-modern and exceptionally elegant choice, our Fresno and Kubus Fragranite sinks will brighten up your kitchen with their highly desirable and distinctive finishes.

This beautiful yet extremely durable material is resistant to stains, scratches, impacts and thermal shocks, both our Fresno and Kubus sinks are available in Matt Black, Onyx, Stone Grey, Oyster, Polar White or delicious Coffee. The warm, textural quality of all these colour options means they go wonderfully well with solid granite or natural wood worksurfaces.

Complete the look with neutral paint shades, matt black pendants, concrete planters, matt black cruets, vases and other accessories with black and metallic bowls.
PRICES FROM £251

HIGHLIGHT

FOR A TOTALLY CO-ORDINATED LOOK, CHOOSE A SINK AND HOOD IN THE SAME OYSTER FINISH
Urban Fragranite – think grey and interesting

The beautiful Urban Fragranite sink is available in a cool, contemporary choice of colours.

Perhaps you’ll opt for the Orion Grey, or maybe the softer Sage Grey. Or you could find that the Denim Grey option is the perfect fit for your kitchen. Alternatively the Matt Black, Oynx, Stone Grey, Oyster, Polar White, Graphite or Coffee finishes might be more your thing. Whichever shade you choose is sure to impress.

Both beautiful and versatile, this sink can be either inset or flushmounted. Plus, with a highly tactile finish and feel, the Urban in Fragranite perfectly reflects the trend for including interesting textures in the home.
Kubus - Hardworking design, effortless style

A prime example of hardworking, durable design; it’s little wonder that our Kubus is such a popular, versatile choice.

The Kubus Ceramic Undermount in Gloss White, Matt Pearl Grey or Graphite looks perfect in a country kitchen setting. Pair up with rustic panelling and creamy marble worktops for a homely, welcoming feel.

Or if you prefer a more modern look, try the Kubus Fragranite in Polar White, Coffee, Onyx, Oyster, Stone Grey or Matt Black. Simply find your match, undermount it in your choice of worktop, then contrast it with brick, exposed plaster and other rugged textures for a bold, urban look.
The reversible KBK 160 shown opposite, lets you position the sink so that the small bowl is on the left or right.

KBK 110 50 shown

PRICES FROM £251
PRICES FROM £474

www.franke.co.uk

HIGHLIGHT

A CHOICE OF ACCESSORIES TRANSFORM MYTROS PLUS INTO A VERSATILE WORKSTATION
Mythos Plus makes the perfect addition

Bringing a touch of minimalism to your home, the elegant, Stainless Mythos Plus is the perfect fusion of design and functionality. Featuring a stylish rounded waste cover that sits flush with the sink, the top of the range Mythos Plus is the perfect addition to your kitchen.

And with the addition of a few key accessories, the Mythos Plus is transformed into a multi-functional workstation. With a black glass chopping board included, plus a Rollamat, Stainless Steel Strainer and Mobile Drainer available as additional accessories, it’s the answer you’ve been looking for.

Also available, a variety of Gastronorm accessories, designed to fit over the sink to make cooking prep a breeze.

Complete the look with soft blue paint shades, metallic vases, bowls and candle holders, black and metallic lighting, stripped grey oak flooring and potted herbs and plants.
Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic - Delivering 100°C boiling hot water, in the coolest choice of colours

Instantly appealing, the Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic range delivers 100°C boiling, warm, cold or filtered water in an instant.

Handy for making drinks, preparing vegetables and even sterilising baby bottles, the Minerva 4-In-1 is easy to install and operate thanks to its intuitive touch controls. The modern design is also easy on the eye, being available in a choice of Industrial Black, Copper and Champagne Gold, plus Chrome and Stainless Steel finishes.

With a choice of Original, Helix or Mondial models available, simply select the style and shade to suit your taste.

The Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic now features our M-Box which is compact and will save space under the sink.
HIGHLIGHT

A TAP OF THE DIAL WAKES MINERVA FROM ITS SAFETY STANDBY MODE, READY TO USE

PRICES FROM £1449
HIGHLIGHT

Every compact, quick change capsule is capable of filtering around 500 litres of water.

Prices from £370
The clear benefits of Vital Capsule

Enjoy cleaner, healthier, better tasting water with the innovative Vital Capsule System. The first tap of its kind, the Vital Capsule’s compact, easy change filter combines activated carbon with a high-tech membrane to remove 99.9% of bacteria and 99.9% of viruses.*

At the same time, the Vital Capsule filters out 99% of microplastics, plus rust, sediments and other small particles. It also helps to reduce single use plastics and save you money by removing the need to buy bottled water.

Available in a choice of designs and colours, the Vital Capsule System can be complimented with an additional chiller element, delivering glass after glass of pure, cool, refreshment.

*All Vital taps are supplied with a High-Performance filter as standard, but for those rare occurrences where an enhanced water flow rate is required, Franke have developed the High-Flow filter which is a superb alternative providing continuous high flow rates in areas where the High-Performance filter can get congested prematurely due to excessive sediment contamination in the water. The High-Flow filter has a mesh size that is 20 times finer than ordinary household filters. As a result, rust, dirt and fine sediments are filtered out for cleaner water. Please note, the High-Flow filter does not remove microbial cysts, microplasts, bacteria and viruses.
For hygiene, nothing touches the Atlas Sensor

In a world where good hygiene has become more important than ever, the intuitive Atlas Sensor with touchless operation is so easy to use – delivering water with a wave of the hand. It’s also easy to clean; being a soft form design with less steps where dirt and bacteria might gather, no rosette and a flush infrared sensor window.

With a Stainless Steel finish and pull-out nozzle option available, the Atlas Sensor’s high spout depth and height make cleaning larger items easier. It can also be retro-fitted, making it a smart and sanitary addition to your existing kitchen.

HIGHLIGHT

OFFERING HANDS-FREE OPERATION THE HYGIENIC ATLAS SENSOR CAN BE RETRO-FITTED
PRICES FROM £540
Style it your way with Pescara

For style you can really relate to, try the Pescara family of taps. There’s the all-round handy Pescara 360°, the seriously smart Semi-Pro XL or the excellent Pull Down XL.

Plus, the elegant Pescara Swivel Up and Down tap lets you select the flow you want. Pull the nozzle up and the water runs as normal, while pulling down gives you the targeted pressure you need to wash up even the dirtiest pots and pans.

With a pure chrome finish, pair up your preferred Pescara with slate grey worktops and neutral walls to create a perfect marriage of style and practicality.
Icon - a legend in the making

Inspiring... contemporary... original... new – with our striking Icon tap, the name really does say it all. With designs inspired by the sinuous shapes of nature, Icon is ideal for bringing a modern yet relaxed look to your kitchen.

With a choice of Chrome, Décor Steel or Matt Black finishes, choose the Icon pull out with double jet shower and Neoperl Laminar aerator to reduce splashing. Or select the Icon swivel spout with a front ergonomic lever, offering easy operation when your hands are full or dirty.

Offering style that’s truly striking, our range of Icon taps really are a legend in the making.

Icon Pull out
Double Jet Shower
Décor Steel

Icon Swivel Spout
Matt Black

PRICES FROM £450
HIGHLIGHT

CHOOSING THE ACTIVE PLUS

PULL-OUT SPRAY ADDS HANDY EXTRA FUNCTIONALITY

PRICES FROM £217
Add something special with Active Plus

Spoil yourself for choice by choosing the excellent Active Plus. A simple and sophisticated L-spout design, the Active Plus also offers a practical pull-out spray option. Add a matching refillable soap dispenser and you can cut down the clutter around your sink and reduce your plastic waste long term.

But where this tap really comes into its own is that it offers such a fabulously range of finishes. You could go for Gunmetal, Brass or the cool Chrome option. Or maybe Matt Black or Smoked Chrome is more your thing. Whichever of these modern metallics you opt for, there’s a matching soap dispenser available to complete the look and add something amazing to your kitchen.
Make it monochrome with Maris Free

Be bold, choose black and embrace the timeless monochrome trend with the magnificent Maris Free Swivel tap in a distinctive Matt Black or SilkSteel PVD finish. The Maris Free features a distinctive textured spout that echoes water’s ever-shifting shape. While the integral perlator mixes air into the flow, giving it a champagne like quality.

Created by New York based designer Dror Benshetrit, the Maris Free tap teams up perfectly with the unique Maris Free hood and together their outstanding aesthetics can add a touch of art to the everyday.

Complete the look with pastel paint shades, brushed steel lighting, natural wood bowls and accessories, wood and metal utensils and herbs in matt black pots.
UNIQUELY TEXTURED, FLOWING SPOUT

PRICES FROM £424
Smoothly does it with Krios

Chic and sophisticated, the Krios can set the tone for a kitchen of real class. Monochrome pendants provide the perfect lighting while marbled surfaces add a truly timeless quality. But if SilkSteel isn’t quite your thing, Krios also comes in Chrome, Gunmetal, Smoked Chrome or Brass finishes. So give in to curiosity and see how Krios could define your style.

PRICES FROM £286
Start the celebrations with Zelus

The Zelus tap can add some sparkle to your kitchen in more ways than one. Available in Chrome or Silk Steel, with springs or hoses in a selection of complimentary shades.

Inside, Zelus features a special Perlator which mixes air into the water to give it a champagne-like flow. So raise a glass, fill it full of refreshing aerated water and drink a toast to Zelus - a tap worth celebrating.

PRICES FROM £318
The timeless and traditional country-inspired Cotswold

Add a touch of country-inspired style to your kitchen with the timeless design of our Cotswold tap.

It’s a traditional look with enduring appeal, combining exquisite detailing and a stunning Chrome or SilkSteel finish with tactile white resin levers.

Quaint cottage or modern apartment, the Cotswold works wonderfully wherever you call home.

HIGHLIGHT

Capture that country feeling with the classical Cotswold

PRICES FROM £345
The glorious Gloriana makes the perfect match

A classic look with a contemporary twist – that’s what you get with the glorious Gloriana. A clean, simple design with a curving J-Spout, the Gloriana makes it the perfect match with all kinds of sink.

A gorgeous tap with great potential, why not go for the Gloriana?

PRICES FROM £329

HIGHLIGHT

IF YOU WANT A DESIGN THAT’S SIMPLE YET STUNNING THE GLORIANA IS THE PERFECT CHOICE
HIGHLIGHT

The Tasso Filtered water tap provides refreshing water free from impurities.

Tasso Filtered Tap
Matt Black
Outstanding style on tap

Blending real functionality with the finest in form, Franke tap designs are truly outstanding. Those who prefer to go bold won’t be disappointed with the strong, clean lines of the Orlando – in distinctive Gunmetal or brilliant Brass.

Or maybe it will be the exceptional Textura Semi-Pro or J-Spout in cool, contemporary Chrome. Or maybe you’ll be tempted by the superb Tasso filtered tap in Matt Black that catches your eye. Either way, we’ve something to satisfy your sense of style.
The sensational Smart Deco - just add colour

With our Smart Deco hood, the name really does say it all. An elegant and distinctive way to add a stylish, decorative edge to any kitchen, the Smart Deco is available in a choice of three flattering finishes.

Whether you opt for the stunning Soft Grey, the gorgeous Green or the magnificently on trend Mustard, the sensational and shapely Smart Deco is the perfect way to add a playful splash of colour to your kitchen.
HIGHLIGHT

Designed for easy operation, the Smart Deco features push button rotary controls with LED bar light.

Prices from £510
The contemporary Oyster finish adds a luxurious, natural warmth to your kitchen.

Prices from £613

www.franke.co.uk
Trendline Plus brings you the best of both worlds

As cooker hoods go, the Trendline Plus treads the line between the classic and the contemporary. With traditional touches to its design, the hood is brought bang up to date by the choice of finishes available which all work wonderfully with the Dulux Colour of the Year 2021 ‘Brave Ground’.

For a strong, sophisticated feel make it the Trendline Plus in Matt Black. Or for something softer and more relaxed, opt for the Trendline Plus in on-trend Oyster. Either way, it looks good to us.

Complete the look with deep and mid grey paint shades, charcoal and grey accessories, stone grey lamp, stripped wood chopping boards and potted herbs and plants.
Mythos 2gether: true joined up thinking

An advanced induction hob with a powerful built-in hood, the Mythos 2gether combines minimalism and functionality beautifully.

Boasting an A+++ energy rating, the hood runs automatically when the hob is in use, providing exactly the level of extraction required. While the flush mounted design, which seamlessly integrates into any worktop, means the Mythos 2gether is altogether easier to clean.
HIGHLIGHT

The completely flat grid means pans can be moved around easily and provides extra working space.
Cloud’s three ambient light colours are easy to use via optical touch control.

Prices from £2995
The sky’s the limit with Cloud

Floating elegantly above your hob, our Cloud hood takes elegant minimalism to new heights. Suspended on thin cables, Cloud brings a futuristic edge to your space.

Whether you’re rustling up breakfast or cooking up an intimate supper, three easily selectable ambient light colours can help to set the appropriate mood for every time of day or occasion.

And to keep the atmosphere light and airy, Cloud comes in a pleasing selection of Silver and Matt Black or White Silk and Chrome shades.

Complete the look with contrasting grey paint shades, brushed steel lighting, onyx and stone accessories and storage and herbs in matt black pots.
Real chefs cook with steel

For over 100 years, stainless steel has been the material at the heart of the Franke brand. Beautiful, durable and practical, professional cooks everywhere trust stainless steel to perform in even the most demanding kitchen environments.

Famed for our stainless steel taps and sinks, Franke also offer Stainless Steel worktops. Fabricated to your exact requirements and available in a range of finishes including our stunning PearlFinish and DiamondFinish.

Add your choice of integrated accessories to create a kitchen worthy of the world’s most celebrated chefs.
Our beautiful Franke PearlFinish is both waterproof and fingerprint proof.
While we’re all conscious about reducing the amount of food we throw away, the UK still generates around £19bn worth of food waste every year*. With substantial amounts of this ending up in landfill, food waste continues to be a big problem and one that needs tackling.

That’s why a Franke waste disposal unit (WDU) makes such a wonderful addition to your kitchen. Ideal for disposing of fruit and vegetable peelings, small fish or chicken bones, coffee grounds, pips and seeds, eggshells, nutshells and leftover rice harmlessly into the sewers, a WDU is a quick, easy and efficient way to prevent organic waste going into landfill.

*Source: wrap.org.uk

Also designed to fit neatly into most standard cabinets, our Waste Sorter Bins make recycling so simple.

With separate containers for cans, plastic, paper, food waste, each features a lid to contain odours plus carry handles that can also be used to secure waste bags.
Waste disposals are a neat idea, in more ways than one. Conveniently tucked away under your sink, they can keep your kitchen free of unsightly food waste and the odours that go with it.

And if you’re worried about how much cupboard space a WDU will take up, it’s worth knowing that our Turbo Elite Slimline model is only about the size of a large bottle of bleach. Easy to fit and operate, installing a compact Franke waste disposal in your kitchen can have a big impact on the wider world.
Service and support - we’re here to help

At Franke, we design and manufacture all our products to work exceptionally well and last for many, many years to come.

And to help keep it that way, our expert team are always on hand to service and repair your boiling water taps, waste disposal units and cooker hoods, whether they’re covered by a warranty or not.

It doesn’t matter where you live - offering UK-wide coverage, our Field Service Technicians will come to your home at your convenience and have you up and running again as soon as they can.

It’s good to know someone’s got your back. So whether you need maintenance or repairs or any kind of support or advice, the whole Franke team are here to help, every step of the way.

Because when you choose Franke, you don’t just get beautifully designed products, you get true, long-lasting peace of mind.

GUARANTEED PEACE OF MIND

Our confidence in the quality of our products, means we can confidently offer such comprehensive warranties. So every Franke sink is guaranteed for 50 years, while our waste disposal units are covered for 10 years – more than any other brand.

For details of the warranties on other Franke products, visit www.franke.co.uk/guarantee

All prices are RRP inclusive of VAT. Front cover shows Box Center. Selected props used in this brochure were kindly supplied by David Mellor, who stock one of the most impressive and comprehensive collections of tableware and kitchenware in the country. Born in Sheffield and originally trained as a silversmith, Mellor was a key figure in British design and gained an international reputation for his work. Today, Mellor’s son Corin continues his legacy, producing exclusive designs in a purpose-built modern factory set discreetly in the Peak District National Park. Items can be purchased in David Mellor stores in London and Hathersage or bought online at www.davidmellordesign.com

www.franke.co.uk